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Shortlisted applicants for National Contract Teachers 2022 

In accordance with the decision of the 345th HRC Meeting held on 17th May 2022, the Ministry would like to announce 

the short-listing of candidates for the recruitment of National Contract Teachers (refer annexure subject wise).  

Important Notes: 

1. A total of 1434 applications were received for the post of National Contract Teachers (NCTs) as announced 

by the Ministry. It has been sorted out based on the subjects given in the Annexure. 

 

2. Applicants with B.Ed/PGDE/Teaching experience (3 months and above), have been given preference in 

short-listing as per the announcement.  

 

3. Notwithstanding Sl. No. 2 above, if the subject did not match despite possessing PGDE/Teaching experience, 

the candidates were not considered for short-listing. 

 

4. In accordance with the BCSR 2018, a ratio of 1:3 has been taken for short-listing. A total of 1019 candidates 

have been shortlisted against the 377 posts.  

 

5. For applicants who do not possess PGDE/Teaching experience but if they have applied for an appropriate 

subject based on their University Degree, weighted scores of 30% from Class XII and 70% from Bachelor's 

degree have been taken and merit ranking has been done accordingly.  

 

6. Besides furnishing the Security Clearance Certificate, the applicants will be informed in writing about the 

disqualification should there be any adverse records of any type and degree maintained with the Royal Bhutan 

Police.  

 

7. Shortlisted candidates must bring all their original documents (transcripts and certificates and other 

certificates (if any) during the selection interview 

 

8. The candidates must furnish the No Objection Letter from the current employer, if employed during the time 

of the interview. If the candidates fail to submit it and are found to be employed at any point of time, the 

appointment shall be revoked with immediate effect. The candidates from any Dratshang/Buddhist institutes 

must submit a clearance if the names are still registered with them.  

 

9. If the candidate was compulsorily retired or terminated from the civil service, he/she shall be                   

disqualified for appointment. 

 

10. The written test and selection interview of the shortlisted candidates shall be conducted. The written test has 

been scheduled on 28 May, 2022. The Time and venue will be announced on the MoE’s website once 

confirmed. However, the interview (Viva-Voce) schedule will be provided during the time of the written test. 

Those short-listed candidates will be disqualified if they fail to report for the written test.  

 

11. After the selection and result announcement, the candidates must undergo and pass the “DRUG TEST” as 

required by the BCSR 2018. The HRD will provide an appropriate date for the DRUG TEST.  

 

12. Applicants who have not submitted complete and valid documents have been disqualified.  

For any clarification, contact HRD on 02-331149/326412/335402 during office hours or email to hrd@moe.gov.bt. 
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